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forming mandrel, tend to further over-work, punish and excessively knead the bagel dough which again in



METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SIZING AND FORMING DOUGH BODIES



creases the risk that it will not rise properly during



baking.



PRIOR CASES This is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 770,694, ?led Feb. 22, 1977 now abandoned.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION Therefore, it is a primary object of the present inven tion to disclose and provide an apparatus for converting an unformed quantity of dough into a plurality of uni formly sized and shaped dough bodies which has a



BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION The present invention relates in general to an appara tus for converting an unformed quantity of a plasticly



dough divider for converting an unformed quantity of dough into a plurality of uniformly sized pieces at an



deformable substance, i.e. bagel dough, into a plurality of uniformly sized and shaped bodies having a generally



outlet of the divider and dough forming means commu



toroidal con?guration, i.e. bagels. More particularly,



nicating with the dough divider for engaging the dough



this invention relates to an improved apparatus capable



at an outlet of the divider thereby eliminating any sepa



of producing large quantities of uniformly sized and



rate dough transporting and pre-forming apparatus.



shaped bagels in a relatively short period of time with out changing the inherent desirable qualities of the



close and provide a dough forming apparatus which



It is a further object of the present invention to dis



dough by over-working and punishing it. Bagels are formed from a very heavy, tough and



comprises a plurality of cooperating generally opposed dough manipulating conveyors which manipulate the



elastic dough. The ?nished bagel should be seamless and should be uniform in thickness. In forming the dough before baking it, the dough cannot be over



dough uniformly with a minimum amount of kneading into the desired toroidal shape.



worked, punished or kneaded excessively or it will not



close and provide an apparatus wherein the dough



rise during the baking operation.



It is a further object of the present invention to dis 25



Prior art devices for sizing and shaping dough into bagels such as those shown in US. Pat. Nos. 3,407,754; 3,433,182; and 3,792,940 have utilized separate dough divider apparatus and dough forming apparatus in con junction with a third device which transported the dough pieces, which have been separated from a gener



ally unformed mass by the dough divider, from the



dough divider to the dough forming apparatus. Additionally, these prior art devices have relied on at least a minimal pro-forming operation on the dough



forming movement between the dough manipulating conveyors and the mandrel is interrupted for a portion of each complete cycle of the conveyors to rest the



dough and prevent over-working the dough. A further object of the present invention is to disclose and provide an apparatus which accomplishes the prior objects and which is, at the same time, relatively less complex, and more durable than prior devices. Other objects and advantages of this invention will be



readily apparent from the following detailed descrip



prior to the actual bagel forming operation. As any



tion of exemplary embodiments taken in conjunction with the appended drawings which will ?rst be dis



kneading and working of the bagel dough during bagel forming is cumulative, the pre-forming operation in



cussed brie?y.



creases the chances that the bagel dough will be over



worked and kneaded excessively during the total bagel 40



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS FIG. 1 is a side elevation of a preferred exemplary



forming operation, thereby interferring with the capa bility of the dough to rise during baking. Further, with respect to the dough forming opera



embodiment of an apparatus for converting an un



A further prior art device as shown in U.S. Pat. No. 3,799,726, has utilized a dual conveyor comprising a



showing in detail the cam and cam followers which operate the cut-off means of a dough divider apparatus



generally wide belt which operates in conjunction with a moving forming die which de?nes generally one-half



which is associated with the dough forming apparatus.



formed quantity of dough into a plurality of uniformly sized and shaped dough bodies, such as bagels, in accor tion, the prior art devices have utilized a single con dance with the present invention. veyor which circumferentially de?nes a forming zone 45 FIG. 2 is a perspective showing the toroidal con?gu generally about a forming mandrel. In these prior art ration of a bagel made by the apparatus of FIG. 1. devices, the dough piece is placed into the forming zone FIG. 3 is a plan view through the plane III——III of between the mandrel and the conveyor which is mov FIG. 1 showing the interrelationship between the drive ing relative to the mandrel and is rolled, kneaded and elements of the dough forming portion of the apparatus. worked until it has extended circumferentially around 50 FIG. 4 is a side view through the plane IV—IV of the mandrel. The use of a single conveyor has necessi FIG. 3 showing in detail the arrangement of drive tated the use of a generally complex conveyor appara chains, sprockets, and gears which operate the dough tus and further, has resulted in excessive kneading and forming portion of the apparatus. over-working of portions of the dough. FIG. 5 is a view through the plane V—V of FIG. 3



FIG. 6 is a detail view which, when considered in the circumference of the forming zone and which is conjunction with FIG. 5, shows how a reciprocating mounted to a second conveyor. The relatively wide belt 60 operation of the cut-off means is achieved. is passed through a stationery belt de?ector which dis FIG. 7 is a sectional view through the plane VII



torts the generally planar belt into a trough-like con?g



—VII of FIG. 1 showing the interrelationship between ‘primary and secondary dough feed elements and show In all these prior art references, the dough is worked ing, in particular, a manner of coaxially aligning the continuously by the dough forming apparatus and, by 65 dough feed elements and for allowing the elements to virtue of the fact that these prior art devices utilize a rotate independently of each other. single piece of dough which is manipulated until it has FIG. 8 is a perspective view of an interchangeable elongated suf?ciently to extend completely around the cylindrical extrusion body having extrusion ports for uration to de?ne the other half of the forming zone.
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FIG. 28 is a side-sectional view of a still further alter



allowing dough to be extruded from the extrusion body under the influence of the primary and secondary feed elements. FIGS. 9 and 10 are partial perspective views of inter changeable extrusion bodies having extrusion ports of



native exemplary embodiment of dough divider which utilizes a rotating cut-off blade.



FIG. 29 is taken through the plane XXIX—XXIX of FIG. 28 and shows the operation of the rotating cut-off blade.



different shapes for producing extruded dough ribbons having different cross-sectional shapes.



FIG. 30 is a side-sectional view of another exemplary embodiment of apparatus for converting an unformed



FIG. 11 is a partial side-sectional view showing in detail the interaction between the dough dividing and the dough forming portions of the apparatus of FIG. 1. FIG. 12 is a partial sectional view through the plane XII—XII of FIG. 11, showing in detail the interrela



quantity of dough into a plurality of uniformly sized and shaped dough bodies, such as bagels, according to the present invention which utilizes modi?ed forming die body elements arranged in a discontinuous series and a



two-diameter forming mandrel to provide a relative dough forming movement between the modi?ed form ing die body portions and the modi?ed mandrel while, at the same time, preventing over-working the bagel



tionship between the dough divider portion of the appa ratus with its associated cut-off means and the dough



forming portion of the apparatus of FIG. 1. FIG. 13 is a partial sectional view through the plane



dough during the bagel forming process.



XIII-XIII of FIG. 11. FIG. 14 is a sectional view through the plane



FIG. 31 is a sectional detail view of the apparatus of FIG. 30. FIG. 32 is a sectional view through the plane XXXII —XXXII of FIG. 30.



XIV-XIV of FIG. 11 showing a plurality of dough ribbons being extruded from a plurality of. extrusion ports into the dough forming zone. FIG. 15 is a partial sectional view through the plane



FIGS. 33 and 34 are cross-sectional views as FIG. 32



that show how, by varying the diameter relationships



XV—XV of FIG. 11. FIG. 16 is a plan view showing a ?rst alternative



between the mandrel and the zone de?ned by the form



ing die body portions, the ?nished size of the bagel may



exemplary embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention wherein the mandrel is supported by separate mounting means which project externally from the dough forming zone. FIG. 17 is a sectional view through the plane XVII



be varied. FIG. 35 is a side-sectional view of yet another alter



native exemplary embodiment of apparatus according to the present invention showing a mandrel adapted to



produce semiannular shaped dough bodies for subse quent forming into a variety of shapes.



—XVII of FIG. 16. FIG. 18 is a side-sectional view of a second alterna



FIG. 36 is a more detailed side-sectional view of the



tive exemplary embodiment of apparatus according to the present invention showing means for rotatably mounting the mandrel within the dough forming zone. FIG. 19 is a side-sectional detail view through the plane XIX—XIX of FIG. 18.



extrusion point of the apparatus of FIG. 35. FIG. 37 is an end view of the mandrel employed in the apparatus of FIG. 35 as seen from the plane XXXVIl-XXXVII of FIG. 36.



FIG. 20 is a side-sectional view of a generally verti



FIG. 38 is an end view of the apparatus of FIG. 35 in



cally positioned third exemplary apparatus which uti



the plane XXXVIII—XXXVIII showing the forming



lizes relatively wide conveyor belts of a relatively ?exi 40 of annular dough bodies. FIG. 39 is a bottom-section view of the forming face ble material for de?ning the dough forming zone and of the mandrel in the apparatus of FIG. 35. for manipulating the dough along the mandrel. FIG. 40 is a simpli?ed side view of the urging means FIG. 21 is a sectional view through the plane XXI of the apparatus of FIG. 35 cooperating with forming —XXI of FIG. 20 showing overlapping conveyor belts which de?ne a closed dough forming zone about a 45 means adapted to produce rod shaped dough bodies. FIG. 41 shows a rod shaped dough body as produced central coaxially aligned mandrel. by the apparatus of FIG. 40. FIG. 22 shows a fourth exemplary embodiment of an FIG. 42 is a simpli?ed end view from in front of the apparatus as in FIG. 21 which differs only in the num forming face of the mandrel of FIG. 35 cooperating ber of overlapping conveyor belts used to define the



dough forming zone. FIG. 22a is a partial sectional view showing inserts which vary the diameter of the forming zone. FIG. 23 is a side-sectional view of a ?fth exemplary embodiment of apparatus according to the present in vention which utilizes primary and secondary feed ele ments which are not coaxially aligned and an associated



50



with forming means adapted to produce disc shaped



dough bodies. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF AN EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENT Referring initially to FIG. 1, an apparatus for con verting an unformed quantity of dough into a plurality



vertically positioned dough forming apparatus.



of uniformly sized and shaped dough bodies is shown.



FIG. 24 is a plan view through the plane XXIV—XXIV of FIG. 23.



The exemplary embodiment shown is intended to pro



FIG. 25 corresponds to FIG. 24 and shows an em



duce uniformly sized toroidal dough bodies, i.e. bagels, as shown at 4 and in FIG. 2.



bodiment which utilizes dual secondary feed elements.



An apparatus support frame 1 mounts dough divider



FIG. 26 is a partial sectional view of a further alterna



means, shown generally at 10, and dough forming means, shown generally at 70, such that dough forming



tive exemplary embodiment of dough divider apparatus of dough to an output conveyor. FIG. 27 is a section view taken in FIG. 26 along the



means 70 communicates with the dough divider means 10 and engages ribbons of dough at an outlet of the dough divider means. Dough divider means 10 comprises an external hous



plane XXVII—XXVII.



ing 12 having an inlet 11 for introducing dough, bagel



according to an aspect of the present invention which



directs a plurality of severed generally uniform pieces
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dough in the exemplary embodiment, into the dough divider. Dough divider means 10 comprises a plurality of feed



6



rotation between the primary feed element and the secondary feed element may be easily controlled at an



optimum value by selecting sprocket pairs 24/124 and



elements, primary feed element 17 and secondary feed



25/125 such that a desired speed reduction occurs be element 19 as shown in the exemplary embodiment of 5 tween transmission 102 and feed elements 17 and 19. FIG. 7, arranged in series to progressively act upon the The relative rate of rotation between primary feed unformed bagel dough 5 to move the dough from inlet elements 17 and secondary feed elements 19 which will 11 to an outlet of the dough divider means. provide an adequate supply of dough 5 at an upstream As shown in FIG. 7, primary feed element 17 and end 20 of secondary feed element 19 and, at the same secondary feed element 19 are feed screws internal of



housing 12 and the converging frustoconical portion 12a at an outlet in thereof. Primary feed element 17 and



time, prevent over-working and punishing the bagel dough is determined by the relative cross-sectional area and thread pitch of cylindrical helical feed screws 17



secondary feed element 19 compact the bagel dough



and 19 respectively. As an.example, a primary cylindri



into a mass of uniform density and then extrude the



cal helical feed screw 17 having a working cross-sec tional area of 4 square inches and a thread pitch of one



uniformly compacted mass into a con?ned zone at an



outlet of dough divider means 10. As is readily appar turn in two linear inches, when used in conjunction ent, primary feed element 17 and secondary feed ele with a secondary cylindrical helical feed screw 19 hav ment 19 comprise cylindrical helical feed screws which ing a cross-sectional area of 1 square inch and a thread are arranged in a sequential series decreasing seriatim in pitch of 1 turn in one linear inch, would require a rela diameter as the series progresses from primary feed 20 tive rate of rotation of 1:4 between primary cylindrical element 17 proximate inlet 11 of dough divider means helical feed screw 17 and secondary cylindrical helical 10.



Means are provided for mounting the sequential se ries of feed screws in coaxial alignment. As is best seen



feed screw 19.



Although the preferred exemplary embodiment of the present invention discussed above utilizes a sequen



in FIG. 7, primary feed element 17 is journaled in, 25 tial series of coaxially aligned feed elements, it should be aligned and supported by bearings 15 and 115 which are noted that the present invention might effectively uti mounted in end plate 13 of external housing 12. End lize primary and secondary feed elements which are not plate 13 may be fastened to external housing 12 in any one of several known ways, such as by set screw 14.



Shaft 22 of secondary feed element 19 is journaled in,



aligned and supported by bearings 23, 123, and 223 which are mounted within secondary housing 27. Sec



coaxially aligned. Referring to FIGS. 23, 24, and 25, exemplary embodiments which utilize primary and sec ondary feed elements arranged perpendicular to each



other are shown.



As dough is moved from upstream end 18 to down stream end 118 of primary feed element 17, it is forced supported by bearings 28 and 128 which are mounted 35 into a restricted zone 33 adjacent the upstream end 20 of within tubular primary shaft 21. secondary feed element 19. Under the in?uence of sec In thus mounting primary feed element 17 and sec ondary feed element 19, the dough is forced into con ondary feed element 19, the feed elements are rotatably ?ned zone 1120 and then through interchangeable body mounted within external housing 12 and converging means 37 past downstream end 120 of secondary feed frustoconical portion 120 thereof and, at the same time, are independently rotatable with respect to each other. 40 element 19 and finally out extrusion ports 38a and 38b. The exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 25 differs In the exemplary embodiment shown in FIGS. 1 and from the exemplary embodiment shown in FIGS. 23 7, drive control means are shown for regulating the rate and 24 in that it utilizes two secondary feed elements of operation of each individual feed element relative to 119a and 11%. In this exemplary embodiment, the rela an adjacent element, primary feed element 17 and sec ondary feed element 19 in the exemplary embodiment, 45 tive rate of rotation of secondary feed elements 119a and 1191) with respect to primary feed element 17 will to assure an adequate supply of dough 5 and prevent



ondary housing 27 is, in turn, journaled in, aligned and



excessive compaction and over-working of the dough at an upstream end of any individual element, end 20 of secondary feed element 19 as shown in FIG. 7.



Drive motor 2 for dough divider 10 is connected by means of drive belt 2b to speed reducing transmission 102 as may be seen in FIG. 1. Output shaft 1020 of speed reducing transmission 102 non-rotatably mounts



be one half the relative rate of rotation which is re



quired of secondary feed element 19 which is exempli tied in FIGS. 23 and 24. Under the in?uence of primary feed element 17 and



secondary feed element 19 which progressively act upon the dough 5 to move the dough from inlet 11 through dough divider 10 to an outlet thereof, the



sprockets 24 and 25 which are, in turn, connected to and



dough is converted into at least one uniform ribbon of



which drive sprockets 124 and 125 by means of primary drive chain 29 and secondary drive chain 30 respec



dough and is moved through the outlet. Port means 380 and 38b, as shown in FIG. 11, allow the dough to exude from the dough divider in at least one uniform ribbon of dough. Ribbons of dough 107 and 107a are shown in



tively. Referring now to FIG. 7, sprocket 124 is non-rotata



FIG. 11. bly mounted to primary shaft 21 of primary feed ele ment 17. Sprocket 125 is also non-rotatably mounted to 60 Additionally, means 34 are provided for releasably mounting port means 380 and 38b with respect to dough shaft 22 of secondary feed element 19. Also, in the ex



emplary embodiment shown in FIG. 7, shaft 22 is ex



tended beyond sprocket 125 and a terminal portion thereof is journalled in bearing 26 which is mounted to an extension of support frame 1.



divider means 10. In the exemplary embodiments of



FIGS. 11, 13, 16, 18, 20, 23, 26, 28, and 30, interchange able body means 37 are provided for being selectively 65 mounted to dough divider means 10 for varying port



As has been discussed prior, primary feed element 17



means 380 and 38b to provide selectively variable cross



and secondary feed element 19 are independently rotat able with respect to each other. The relative rate of



sectional areas and shapes for ribbon of dough 107a and 107b which is exuded through ports 38a and 38b.
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Referring speci?cally to FIG. 11, interchangeable



drical interchangeable body 37 in a reciprocal severing



body means 37, having extrusion ports 38a and 38b, is inserted into internal bore 34 of converging frustoconi cal portion 120 of external housing 12 of dough divider



action operated in a generally axial direction with re spect to interchangeable body means 37. Once the ribbons of dough 107 as shown in FIG. 11 means 10. Abuttment shoulder 35 limits the travel of have been severed to produce a plurality of uniformly interchangeable body means 37 which is retained by a sized pieces 105a and105b, as shown in FIG. 12, it friction tight fit and conventional set screws within should be observed that the interior surface of cylindri internal bore 34. cal cut-off means 50 is exposed to dough which is being Various embodiments of interchangeable body means forced through extrusion ports 38a and 381; under the 37 are shown at 137, 237, and 337 of FIGS. 8, 9, and 10 p in?uence of secondary feed element 19. Due to the respectively. Interchangeable body means 137, 237 and nature of the dough, there is a tendency for some of the 337 of the exemplary embodiment of the present inven dough material to adhere to the interior surface of the tion are generally cylindrical and are provided with cut-off means while it is being returned to the position circumferentially positioned extrusion ports inter alia, shown in FIG. 11. In order to prevent the dough which 1380/1380, 238a/238c. and 338a/338c respectively. The 5 adheres to cylindrical cut-off means 50 from accumulat circumferentially portioned extrusion ports are located ing in the space between the cut-off means and cylindri generally at an outlet portion of the interchangeably cal interchangeable body 37, self-cleaning means are



body and, as bagel dough is forced through the circum ferentially position extrusion ports, ribbons of dough



provided.



In the exemplary embodiment of the present inven



having a uniform cross-sectional area and shape are 20 tion shown in FIGS. 11 and 12, self‘cleaning means are



directed generally radially from the extrusion‘ ports as is indicated in FIG. 14. In order to obstruct a downstream distal portion of



the cylindrical interchangeably body 37, diverter means



provided which comprise external relief grooves 36a, 36b, 36c, 36d inter alia, on cylindrical interchangeable body 37 which interact with cooperative port means 44a, 44b, 44c and 44d respectively within cylindrical



40 is provided. As best seen in FIG. 12, diverter means 25 cut-off means 50. The structural relationship between 40 is provided with an annular relief 41 and an abutt the external relief grooves and the cooperative port ment shoulder 42. Annular relief 41 is ?tted into an means is most easily seen in FIG. 15. internal surface 39 at a downstream distal end of cylin Once cylindrical cut-off means 50 has severed the drical interchangeable body 37 in a friction tight press ribbons of dough as shown in FIG. 12, it must be re ?t with four conventional retaining set screws (not turned to the position shown in FIG. 11 in order to



shown). Abuttment shoulder 42 limits the travel of



diverter means 40 by abutting against cylindrical inter changeably body 37. Additionally, as may be seen in FIG. 26 a diverter shown at 140 may be provided with abuttment threads 142 which are threaded into an inter



allow ribbons of dough 107 to once again be extruded through extrusion ports 38a and 38b. A ?rst self-clean ing of the internal surface 63 of the cut-off means is



provided by scraping edges 47a, 47b, 47c, and 47d, inter



nal surface 139 to retain diverter means 140 within cy



alia, of extrusion ports 38a, 38b, 38c, and 38d respec tively which scrape any adhering dough particles from



lindrical interchangeable body 37 more securely than is generally possible with a friction-tight press ?t.



surface 63 as cut-off means 50 is moved from the posi tion shown in FIG. 12 to the position shown in FIG. 11.



A further embodiment of the diverter means of the present invention is shown at 240 in FIGS. 16 and 18. As may be seen, diverter means 240 is positioned out



scraping action of scraping edges 47a, 47b, 47c and 47d, will be removed by scraping shoulder 45a, 45b, 45c, and



Any dough particles which are not removed by the



side of and coaxially aligned with cylindrical inter



45d of external relief grooves 36a, 36b, 36c, and 364'



changeable body 37 at the downstream distal end



respectively. The dough thus removed is deposited in



thereof. Dough being exuded through interchangeable



the external relief grooves and is removed therefrom by body 37 contacts diverter means 240 and is again di 45 the scraping action of shoulder 36a, 36b, 36c, and 46d rected radially from a generally axial ?ow, even though respectively of cooperative port means 44a, 44b, 44c diverter means 240 does not directly contact cylindrical and 44d of cut-off means 50 as it is returned to the posi interchangeable body 37. tion shown in FIG. 11. Referring once again to FIG. 11, once the ribbon of To operate cut-off means 50, cam means provide a



dough 107 is exuded through extrusion ports 38a and 386, the ribbon of dough is severed into a plurality of uniformly sized pieces at the outlet of dough divider 10, in this case extrusion ports 38a and 38b. Cut-off means 50 associated with extrusion ports means 380 and 38b



severs the ribbon of dough 107 into pieces of generally uniform length. The length of the severed pieces of dough may be pre-selectably varied by varying the



positive bi-directional reciprocating movement thereof. As is indicated in dotted lines in FIG. 11 and as shown in FIGS. 12 and 15, the cut-off means is securely mounted to shafts 55a, and 55b which are journalled in mounting blocks 52a and 52b respectively and are re



tained therein by retainers 54a and 54b respectively. Mounting blocks 52a and 52b are ?tted into attachment



recesses 51a and 51b of moment arm 51 which is pivot ally mounted to support frame 1 at pivot 59 as shown in FIG. 1. vided which is external to and coaxially aligned with 60 To provide a reciprocating movement of moment cylindrical interchangeable body means 37. As the rib arm 51, and an attendant reciprocating movement of bons of dough 107 and 107a are extruded through extru cut-off means 50, earns 61 and 62, as shown in FIGS. 1, sion ports 38a and 38b in cylindrical interchangeable 3, 5, and 6, are provided. Cams 61 and 62 are mounted body 37, a quantity of dough tends to collect external of on connector shaft 76. Connector shaft 76 is journalled the extrusion ports. Cylindrical cut-off means 50 is then 65 in and supported between bearing clocks 76a and 76b moved from the position shown in FIG. 11 to the posi and is rotated by means of a drive chain 3c which inter



speed of the feed elements. As may be seen from FIGS. 11, 12, 14 and 15, cylindrical cut-off means 50 is pro



tion shown in FIG. 12, thereby severing the ribbons of dough from the general mass of dough 5 within cylin



connects sprocket 77b, which is non-rotatably secured to connector shaft 76, and sprocket 770, which is non
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bodiment of the present invention showing the relation ship between dough divider means 10 and dough form



rotatably af?xed to drive shaft 103 of motor 3, as may best be seen in FIGS. 1 and 3. As connector shaft 76 is rotated, earns 61 and 62 which are non-rotatably affixed thereto are also rotated. Cam followers 600 and 60b are rotatably mounted to



ing means 70 is shown in FIG. 1 and a detailed view of



the operational interaction between dough divider means 10 and dough forming means 70 is shown in FIG. 11. The exemplary dough forming means 70 of the pres ent invention is provided with endless conveyor means



moment arm 51 and cooperate with earns 61 and 62



respectively to provide a reciprocating movement of moment arm 51 as is best seen in FIGS. 5 and 6.



In operation, the cut-off cycle begins with cut-off



71a and 71b comprising a plurality of cooperating gen



means 50 positioned as in FIG. 11 and earns 61 and 62 in 0 erally opposed dough manipulating means. As may be



the position shown in FIG. 5. Dough is being extruded



seen in FIG. 11, the dough manipulating means of the



through extrusion ports 38a and 38b to form ribbons of dough 107a and 1071:. As shaft 76 is rotated in the direc



exemplary embodiment comprises paired opposing indi vidual forming die body elements exemplified by die



tion shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, cam recess 61b and cam lobe 62b are rotated clockwise relative to cam followers 600 and 60b until cam follower 60a reaches recess 61b and cam follower 60b rides up lobe 62b moving arm 51



body elements 80a and 80b which are mounted to con veyor means 710 and 71b and which are provided with



internal forming surfaces 86a and 86b respectively. The die body elements are synchronously driven to con verge into juxtaposition as shown at 180a and 180b in



to the right and cut-off means 50 from the position shown in FIG. 11 to the position shown in FIG. 12,



thereby severing ribbons of dough 107a and 107b into uniformly sized dough pieces 105a and 105b. As earns 61 and 62 continued to rotate in the direction shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, cam follower 60b tends to ride down cam lobe 61b onto surface 620. At the same time, cam follower 60a tends to ride out of recess 61b onto surface 610 and in so doing forces moment arm 51 to the



FIG. 11 and the internal forming surfaces 186a and 186b 20



of die body elements 180a and 18% respectively cir cumferentially de?ne a zone for receiving and manipu



lating dough during a portion of each complete cycle of conveyor means 710 and 71b.



As is most clearly shown in FIGS. 11 and 13, die body elements 180a and l80b are mounted to endless conveyors 71a and 71b respectively by means of mount



left which returns cut-off means 50 to the “open” posi



ing flanges 181a and 181b respectively. It should be



tion shown in FIG. 11, thereby allowing ribbons of dough 107a and l07b to once again be extruded through



noted that a further exemplary embodiment of the pres ent invention is shown in FIG. 30 wherein abbreviated ?ange tabs 82a and 82b provide mounting means at an



extrusion ports 38a and 38b. Thus, it may be seen that cams 61 and 62 provide a positive bi-directional recipro cating movement of cut-off means 50.



The length of the time interval during which cut-off means remains in the position shown in FIG. 11 will



determine the size of dough pieces 105a and 105b. The length of this time interval is determined by the rate of rotation of connector shaft 76 which, in turn, is con



trolled by varying the ratio between the number of teeth in sprockets 77a and 77b which are interconnected



by drive chain 3c. Although the present invention contemplates the use of dough divider means 10 in cooperation with an asso



ciated dough forming means 70, it should be noted that



anterior portion of die body elements 80a and 80b re spectively for mounting the die body elements to end less conveyor 71a and 71b respectively such that inter ference between opposing pair members 800 and 80b is minimized as the members converged into juxtaposition as is shown at 180a and 180b of FIG. 30. To synchronously drive endless conveyors 71a and 71b to converge into juxtaposition, sprocket 75a is non rotatably mounted with respect to connector shaft 76 which is driven by motor 3 as has been discussed.



Sprocket 75a is connected to sprocket 75b by means of drive chain 73 as is shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. Sprocket 75b is non-rotatably mounted to shaft 79b which also



non-rotatably mounts sprocket 74b. Shaft 79b is jour the dough divider means may be used independently as is shown in FIGS. 26, 27 and 28. As shown in FIGS. 26 45 nalled in support frame 1 through bearing 101 and is rotatable therein by drive chain 73 when connector and 27, discharge conduits 43, 143, 243, 343, 443 and 543 shaft 76 is rotated. As can be seen in FIG. 1, endless may be provided adjacent to and external of extrusion



ports 38a, 38b, 38c, 38d, 38e and 38]" respectively to guide severed pieces of dough 105 to different locations



conveyor 71b is supported between and driven by sprocket 72b and 172b. Sprocket 72b is non-rotatably



on output conveyor 6 in order to prevent the pieces of 50 mounted to shaft 79b and, as shaft 79b is rotated, endless conveyor 71b is driven in the direction shown. To synchronize the movement of endless conveyor together once more into a large mass of dough. 71a with the aforedescribed movement of endless con Further, although the present invention contemplates veyor 71b, synchronizing drive chain 74 is mounted the use of cylindrical cut-off means coaxially aligned between sprockets 74b and 74a. As is shown most with the extrusion means, the present dough divider clearly in FIG. 3, sprocket 74a is non-rotatably may be provided with a cut-off blade 56 pivoted at 57 mounted to shaft 790 which is rotatably mounted to and having cutting edge 158 which is rotated in an



dough from contacting each other and becoming stuck



support frame 1 by hearing 201. As sprocket 74a is arcuate motion to sever a ribbon of dough 107 as is rotated by synchronizing drive chain 74, shaft 79a is shown in FIGS. 28 and 29. Dough forming means 70 is mounted to support 60 rotated and, in turn, drives gear 780 which is non-rota tably mounted thereto. Gear 78a meshes with and frame 1 such that dough forming means 70 communi drives counter gear 78b which rotates in the reverse cates with dough divider means 10 and engages ribbons direction with respect to gear 78a and which therefore of dough 107a and 107b adjacent extrusion ports 38a rotates sprocket 72a in a direction counter to the direc and 38b and draws portions of the ribbons of dough away from extrusion ports 38a and 38b in an initial 65 tion of rotation of sprocket 72b. Endless conveyor 71a is



drawing operation prior to the severing of the ribbons of dough into dough pieces 105a and l05b by cut-off



supported between and driven by sprockets 72a and



means 50. A general over-view of an exemplary em



of sprocket 72b, and as sprocket 72a drives endless



1720 and, as sprocket 72a is driven counter to direction
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conveyor 71a, it may be seen that endless conveyors 71a and 71b are synchronized such that relative movement



therebetween during the portion of their rotational cycles wherein they interact to de?ne dough forming zone 87 is eliminated.



In order to manipulate the dough pieces, a mandrel 90



is provided. Mandrel 90 is generally coaxially posi
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Two-diameter mandrel 190 has an enlarged ?rst por tion of a generally greater diameter than the main body of the mandrel. As may be seen in FIGS. 30 and 31, mandrel 190 is provided with a frustoconical portion



100 between the enlarged ?rst portion and generally smaller diameter main body portion. Frustoconical por tion 100 cooperates with converging internal surfaces



tioned within at least a portion of zone 87 which is 285a and 285b of forming die elements 280a and 2811b formed by internal forming surfaces 186a and 18Gb to respectively to provide a uniform spatial relationship provide a relative dough forming movement between 0 therebetween, thereby preventing over-working the the forming surfaces 186a and 186b of opposing die dough pieces 105a and 105b during the ?rst forming body elements 180a and 1801) respectively and mandrel stages. 90. In referring to the exemplary embodiment shown in As the bagel dough shown generally at 5 is extruded FIG. 31, it may be seen that the height of frustoconical through extrusion ports 38a and 38b to form ribbons of 5 portion 100, as shown at “b”, is equal to the length of dough 107a, 107b respectively, opposing die body ele converging internal surface 285b, as shown at “a”. Ad ments 80a and 80b converge to form a paired assembly ditionally, the angular deviation of converging internal of juxtaposed die body elements shown at 1800 and surface 285b with respect to forming zone 87 is equal 180b. Internal forming surfaces 186a and 186b cooper and opposite to the angular deviation of frustoconical ate to de?ne forming zone 87 which is coaxially aligned portion 100. Thus, as die body element 28% progresses about mandrel 90. Dough ribbons 107a and 107b are in the direction shown, converging internal surface engaged by internal forming surfaces 186a and 186!) and 285b tends to compress dough ribbon 107 against the are drawn generally away from extrusion ports 38a and enlarged ?rst portion of mandrel 190. However, at the 38b. Cut-off means 50 severs the ribbons of dough into pieces of dough 105a and 105b which are then trans 25 same time, frustoconical portion 100 tends to increase the distance between mandrel 190 and converging inter ported linearly along mandrel 90 by internal forming nal surface 285b at the same rate as it is decreased by the surfaces 186a and 186b. As the dough pieces are moved convergence of surface 285b. This constant uniform along mandrel 90, a relative dough forming movement spatial relationship between the internal forming sur takes place between internal forming surface 186a and face portions of die body elements 2811b and mandrel 18Gb and mandrel 90. Dough pieces 105 are manipulated 190 prevents over-working the dough during a relative in a generally rolling motion and tend to become, gener dough forming movement between the die body ele ally cylindrical in shape. As adjacent pieces of dough ment and the mandrel. come into contact with each other, the cylindrical It should be noted that in the exemplary embodiment pieces tend to be rolled together to form an un-broken shown in FIGS. 11 and 30, the mandrel is non-rotatably toroid of dough which ?lls a portion of forming zone 87 as may be seen in FIGS. 13, 32, 33 and 34.



Although the exemplary embodiments of the present



mounted generally coaxially within forming zone 87



and is rigidly attached to interchangable body means 37.



Alternate mandrel mounting means are shown in FIG. invention shown in FIGS. 1, 3, 4, 11, 18, and 19 show a 16, wherein mandrel 90 is non-rotatably coaxially continuous series of die body elements which circum ferentially de?ne an uninterrupted forming zone, it 40 aligned with forming zone 87 but is not rigidly mounted



should be noted that a further exemplary embodiment as shown in FIG. 30 provides a discontinuous series of



to interchangeable body means 37. As is shown in FIGS. 16 and 17, mandrel 90 may be mounted to man



drel support elements 99 and 199 which pass through zones 99a and 1990 between opposing die body ele ments which are arranged such that the relative dough forming movement between the die body elements and 45 ments 180a and 18% as is most clearly shown in FIG. 17. the mandrel is interrupted for a portion of each com~ A further exemplary embodiment of the present in plete cycle of conveyors 71a and 71b which mount the vention, as shown in FIG. 18, provides means for die body elements. This discontinuous series of die body mounting mandrel 90 rotatable about a longitudinal axis elements allows the dough to “rest” on the mandrel



cooperating generally opposed forming die body ele



without being manipulated and therefore reduces the working and kneading action which takes place during the dough forming movement, prevents over-working the dough and assures that the ?nished bagel will rise



properly during baking. In the alternative exemplary embodiment of the pres ent invention shown in FIG. 30, a two-diameter man



drel 190 is provided which cooperates with modi?ed die body elements 280a and 28Gb which are provided with converging internal surface means 285a and 285b which converge from a generally larger diameter at a



generally coaxially aligned within forming zone 87. Mandrel 90 is rotatably mounted to central shaft 92 which is, in turn, mounted to secondary feed element 19. Central shaft 92 is journalled in bearings 93a and 93b and is generally free to rotate within forming zone 87. However, as dough is introduced into forming zone 87



the friction between the dough and mandrel 90 stops the rotation of the mandrel. Thus, although mandrel 90 is supported and aligned by central shaft 92 which is rig idly mounted to, or an extension of, secondary feed



leading edge of die body elements 285a and 285b to a



element 19, it is independently rotatable with respect to secondary feed element 19 in order to provide the de



generally smaller diameter internal forming surface



sired rolling manipulating of the dough during the



286a and 286b each of which generally de?nes a portion dough forming process without introducing a twisting of forming zone 87. It should be noted that die body manipulation caused by the rotation of element 19 elements 280a and 2801) are positioned to immediately 65 which would tend to over-work the dough. succeed each interruption in the interrupted sequence of Further, as may be seen in FIGS. 18 and 19, bagel die body elements discussed previously and generally guide 96 is rotatably mounted with respect to mandrel guide the bagel dough back into the forming zone. 90 in order to provide a relatively motionless uniform
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positioning of bagels 4 on output conveyor 6, as is shown in FIG. 1. In the exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 19, it may be seen that terminal block 95 is mounted to a



terminal portion of central shaft 92 and retained in posi tion by set screw 95a. Bearing 94 provides a low friction interface between mandrel 90 and terminal block 95 and allows terminal block 95 to be non-rotatably mounted to central shaft 92 while, at the same time, not interferring with the independent rotation of mandrel 90. Bagel



section. This can be seen in greater detail with reference to FIGS. 36 and 39. The U-shaped cross section ribbon



of dough 407 is extruded through extrusion port 338 where it is severed by cutoff means 350 into a plurality



of semi-annular pieces. The semi-annular dough pieces produced by the dough divider means 310 of FIG. 35



guide 96 is journalled in bearing 97 which is retained by



are particularly well adapted for subsequent forming into a number of differently shaped dough bodies.



set screw 98 and, due to the length and mass of bagel



guide 96 tends to remain stationery while terminal block 95 is rotated relative thereto. Thus, as dough is rolled along mandrel 90 by the action of die body elements 180a and 180b, it is manipu lated and formed into a toroidal form, i.e. bagel, and, as the formed bagel is moved beyond the end of mandrel



The dough forming means 370 of FIG. 35 is adapted



to produce annular shaped dough bodies by ?rst manip ulating these semi-annular dough pieces in the center portion thereof to force the center dough into its de sired ?nal con?guration and the ends of the dough



pieces into close proximity and by then manipulating the semi-annular dough pieces over the length thereof



90, it is direced by bagel guide 96 onto output conveyor 6 as is shown in FIG. 1.



l4



mately 270'‘ around the circumference of body means 337. Diverter means 340 is provided with ?rst urging means 343 for converting the unformed dough 5 into a uniform ribbon of dough 407 having a U-shaped cross



20 to knead the ends together and thereby form an annular



In addition to the embodiments of dough manipulat ing means which comprise die body elements 800 and 801), a further exemplary embodiment is shown in FIG.



ner shown in FIG. 35, endless conveyor means 371 is



20. As may be seen, endless conveyor means are pro



elements employed heretofore and generally indicated



vided which comprise a plurality of cooperating gener ally opposed relatively wide conveyor belts 1710, 171b,



25 as 379—shown in greater detail in FIGS. 37 and 38. Die



and 1710 of a relatively flexible material for manipulat



die segment 380a carrying hinge means 382a and 382b at



ing the dough. The relatively wide conveyor belts 171a and 1711) are supported between and tensioned by pul leys 84b/84c and 84a/84d respectively and are retained in position to de?ne forming zone 87 by generally tubu lar belt retainer 83. The relatively wide conveyor belts are passed through belt retainer 83 and, as the conveyor belts are tensioned by their respective pulleys, the belts conform to the interior shape of belt retainer 83. Thus, 35



opposite upper edges thereof. Quarter cylindrical die



dough body. To accomplish this in the preferred man provided with an alternate embodiment of the die body



body elements 379 comprise a semi-cylindrical bottom segments 380b and 380c are mounted for hinged move ment to hinges 382a and 382b respectively. Die seg ments 38% and 3800 are each ?tted with tab means 383



adapted to be guided by channels 384 disposed in guide means 385. Guide means 385 is adapted to move die



segments 3811b and 3800 as die body elements 379 move



through the forming zone, ?rst into a ?rst position



as may be seen in FIG. 21, a circular cylindrical tubular where bottom segment 380a forming surface 386a coop belt retainer 83 will force the conveyor belt to de?ne a erates with mandrel 390 to manipulate the semi-annular generally circular forming zone 87 about mandrel 90 as dough pieces in the portion intermediate the two ends is shown in FIG. 21. Each of the conveyor belts over thereof whereby the intermediate portion is substan laps at least a peripheral portion of an adjacent con 40 tially manipulated into its ?nal shape and the ends are veyor belt, as may be seen in FIG. 21, to provide an brought in closer proximity to a full annular shape as uninterrupted dough manipulating surface shown gen shown in FIG. 37. Guide means 385 is further adapted erally at 386 which circumferentially de?nes the dough to then move die segments 38% and 380c into a second



forming zone 87. Although the exemplary embodiment



position where the forming surfaces 3860, 386b and 386c



shown in FIG. 21 comprises four conveyor belts, it 45 of segments 3800, 38% and 380c all cooperate with the should be understood by those skilled in the art that mandrel 390 to manipulate the semi-annular dough present invention is not limited to the use of four con



veyor belts. An embodiment comprising six conveyor belts is shown in FIG. 22. It should be noted further that adjustable means shown generally at 69 in FIG. 220, such as inserts of a



non-compressible material, may be provided between overlapping conveyor belts 171a/171b/171c/171d and



pieces over the length thereof so that the two ends are kneaded together to form an annular dough body as shown in FIG. 38. Referring now to FIG. 40, a simpli?ed drawing of



apparatus for taking the semi-annular dough pieces



belt retainer 83 to force the conveyor belts closer to



produced by the dough divider means 310 of FIG. 35 and producing rod shaped dough bodies therefrom is shown. The rod shaped dough bodies produced by the



mandrel 90 thereby varying the diameter of forming



55 forming apparatus of FIG. 40 are shown in FIG. 41. In



zone 87 which is de?ned thereby. Referring now to FIG. 35, a further embodiment of the present invention is disclosed wherein semi-annular (i.e. horseshoe or U-shaped) pieces of dough are pro duced which are adaptable for subsequent manipulation into a number of ?nal shaped dough bodies as will be hereinafter described in greater detail. In the embodi ment of FIG. 35, the dough divider means generally shown as 310 has body means 337 adapted to cooperate



the apparatus of FIG. 40, mandrel 390 is replaced by second urging means 391 adapted to urge the ends of



the semi-annular dough pieces apart toward alignment with an axis passing longitudinally through the ends and center of each dough piece. That is, second urging means 391 tends to substantially flatten the semi-annular



dough pieces longitudinally transverse of a conveyor belt 393. Conveyor belt 393 forms a ?rst forming sur face for the dough piece as it leaves second urging with diverter means 340 to produce a uniform ribbon of 65 means 391. The dough pieces are carried by conveyor dough 407 of generally U-shaped cross section. To belt 393 in a direction normal to the longitudinal axis accomplish this, extrusion port 338 within body means mentioned above between conveyor belt 393 and a 337 is a continuous opening extending for approxi second forming surface provided by a forming plate
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